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Inner simplicity vs. outer simplicity





Logic vs. Intuition



simplicity (n.)late 14c., from Old French simplicite (French simplicité),
from Latin simplicitatem (nominative simplicitas) "state of being
simple," from simplex (genitive simplicis) "simple".
simplex (adj.) "characterized by a single part," 1590s, from Latin
simplex "single, simple," from PIE root *sem- "one, together" (cf. Latin
semper "always," literally "once for all ;" Sanskrit sam "together ;" see
same) + *plac- "-fold." The noun is attested from 1892.
complex (adj.) 1650s, "composed of parts," from French complexe
"complicated, complex, intricate" (17c.), from Latin complexus
"surrounding, encompassing," past participle of complecti "to encircle,
embrace," in transferred use, "to hold fast, master, comprehend," from
com- "with" (see com-) + plectere "to weave, braid, twine, entwine,"
from PIE *plek-to-, from root *plek- "to plait" (see ply). The meaning
"not easily analyzed" is first recorded 1715. Complex sentence is attested
from 1881.



Andrey Kolmogorov

Complexity = Length of the shortest description



Black Square Malevich (1915)











Hilbert zeroth problem ?
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Intuition and Poincaré

Poincaré (The value of Science, Mathematical creation).





Poincaré (The value of Science, Intuition and logic in mathematics).



Poincaré (Science and Method, Mathematics and logic).



Large networks





Endre Szeméredi regularity theorem







• density : d(X1,X2) =
e(X1,X2)
|X1||X2|

• A,B is ε-regular if for every X1 ⊂ A with |X1| > ε|A| and every
Y1 ⊂ B with |Y1| > ε|B|, we have

|d(X1,X2)− d(A,B)| < ε
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Endre Szeméredi regularity theorem

For every ε > 0, there is m,M such that every finite graph can be
partitioned in n parts Ai in such a way that

m ≤ n ≤ M
All Ai have approximately the same size :
(1− ε)|Ai | ≤ |Aj |(1+ ε)|Ai |.
Amon the n2 pairs (Ai ,Aj) at least (1− ε)n2 are ε-regular.




